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Abstract 

The workshop "Teaming Principals and Counselors to Create Solution-Focused Schools" led 

by Dr. John M. Littrell and sponsoring agency, Area Education Association (AEA), formed 

the basis for this research project. Participants of this workshop series focusing on solution-

focused conversations were school counselors and school administrators from central Iowa. 

Following a review of the literature regarding solution-focused conversations and solution-

focused brief therapy, information was gleaned from three individual surveys completed by 

each participant. The comments and responses to the questions were analyzed in an effort to 

determine the significance of the relationship between counselors and administrators during 

the process of implementing solution-focused conversations into an educational setting. The 

limitations to this process include the inability to determine the significance of the 

relationship on a broader scale of overall school change. This is a possibility in further and 

more extensive researc . 
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Introduction 

As society becomes increasingly fast-paced, people are in search of equally fast 

resolutions to any problems that may arise throughout the course of their life. This desire to 

work within the time constraint is no different for those working in school settings. 

Counselors and administrators are often in search of more time or something quick to solve 

the problem at hand. Solution-focused conversations may play an important role in the 

resolution of the impending issue. 

Although there has been previous work in the area of solution-focused conversations, 

also known as solution-focused brief therapy, this project explores the significance of and the 

development of a strong working relationship between the counselor and administrator in an 

individual school district with the implementation of solution-focused conversations. 

The research which forms the basis for this paper was athree-part workshop series 

led by Dr. John M. Littrell titled, "Teaming Principals and Counselors to Create Solution-

Focused Schools." Teams of counselors and administrators from schools in central Iowa 

were given an opporttunity to participate in the workshop series. One of the purposes of the 

workshop series was to give counselors and administrators an opportunity to work as a team 

toward having solution-focused conversations as a part of their professional relationship. 

This paper will begin by providing a comprehensive a review of literature, including a 

history of solution-focused brief therapy, a description of the brief therapy model, and the use 

of solution-focused conversations in schools, as well as the benefits and limitations of 

solution-focused conversations. The method section of this paper will give a detailed 

description of the process of the research conducted by identifying the participants, 
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describing the workshop design, and outlining the feedback received and how it subsequently 

altered the seminar format. 

The research question and the hypothesis developed regarding the significance of the 

role of the relationship between school counselors and school administrators will be 

presented. Next, the results obtained from the research will be presented and an overview of 

the identified significance of the relationship between counselors and administrators given. In 

addition, ideas of future research regarding solution-focused conversations will be discussed. 
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Review of Literature 

The review of literature is provided to lay a foundation for an understanding of 

solution-focused conversations and the techniques involved in the use of this methodology. 

This review will also underscore the application of solution-focused conversations in an 

educational setting. 

History and Overview 

Although there has not been a great wealth of research conducted specifically on 

solution-focused conversations, particularly focused on school counselors and administrators, 

there is applicable research that has been done in the area of brief counseling. 

Generalizations about of the usefulness of solution-focused conversations can be gleaned 

from this related literature. 

For centuries, people have been intrigued with discovering the secrets of the change 

process. If there is one central idea in the counseling approach... it is that your focus 

should be on change. In particular, you are in the business of helping a mind to 

change. When people stubbornly resist change, they often say, "My mind is made 

up." Reluctant to change their minds, they then repeat the same behaviors over and 

over with the same results. If they are getting the results they desire, they do not 

view themselves as having a problem. $ut often people repeat behaviors that do not 

get them what they want. (Presbury, Echterling, &McKee, 2002, p. 21). 

Milton Erickson is believed to have said that clients presented with problems they 

were unable to solve (Presbury et al., 2002}. One of his techniques included giving them 

problems they could solve, in essence, changing the problems they were facing into 

something that would be viewed as solvable and in essence would lead one to believe that 
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"problems are negotiable" (Presbury et al., 2002). During the late 1970s and early 1980s, it 

was discovered that nearly every problem contains a component of solutions (Berg &Steiner, 

2003). It is merely a matter of discovering that element. 

"Solution-focused brief counseling was originally conceptualized by de Shazer and 

colleagues as a set of clinical assumptions and strategies in response to the question, `What 

works in counseling?"' (Mostert, Johnson, & Mostert, 1997, p. 21). In the mid-1980s the first 

solution-focused model was presented, offering a focus on solutions rather than the problems 

themselves (Presbury et al., 2002). Walter &Peller (2000) discussed the historical 

configuration of therapy, including the idea of addressing the underlying structure of the 

problem and therefore solving the problem itself. Research indicated that the implementation 

of solution-focused approaches, the basis of therapy, shifted to the construction of solutions 

as opposed to a focus on the problem or unrelated issues (Walter &Peller, 2000). "V~Jhile the 

focus shifted to the future and to solutions, the assumptions remained within a 

problem/solution configuration" (Walter &Peller, 2000, p. 62). 

Solution-focused therapy, the roots of which lie within the brief strategic therapy 

movement, has, like its predecessor, founded itself upon the shaky rock of 

antirealism. Usually .called "constructivism" or "social constructionism" outside the 

context of philosophy proper, antirealism is an epistemological doctrine that currently 

enjoys immense popularity in the social sciences and humanities. Its core claim about 

knowing is that the knower does not —indeed cannot —under any circumstances attain 

knowledge of a reality that is objective or independent of the knower —knowledge of 

how the world really is. The ability to attain such knowledge is, after all, a claim 

about knowing that is typical of the doctrine of realism. According to antirealism, all 
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knowers instead make or construct their own biased or subjective "realities" in 

language. (Miller, Hubble, &Duncan, 1996, p. 27) 

A primary focus on solutions was formalized by de Shazer and the Milwaukee Group 

in 1986 (Walter &Peller, 2000). Walter &Peller (2000} discussed the shift that occurred in 

moving from the idea that solution-focused is merely a positive flip side of problem-focused 

strategies. The assumption developed that the solution process was independent of the 

problem process and problems were no longer considered an abnormality (Walter &Peller, 

2000). Talking about a future when the problem was no longer a problem assisted in the 

development of solutions (Walter &Peller, 2000). 

Solution-Focused Brief Therapy Model 

Solution-Focused Brief Therapy is a nonpathology-oriented approach that assumes 

that people have the strengths and resources to find their own solutions but they have 

reached a point where they perceive themselves as stuck. Solution-Focused Brief 

Therapy considers individuals to be unique in their genetic heritage, social 

development, and perception of reality. It believes that language (verbal and non-

verbal) is the source of personal and social reality and the means toward a future in 

which clients can perceive solutions. (Miller et al., .1996, p. 69). 

Solution-focused brief therapy is viewed as a total model, including a way of thinking 

about how to achieve change and accomplish goals, a way of interacting with others, and a 

way of being involved in the development of solutions and not merely a set of techniques that 

are utilized throughout the counseling session (Presbury et al., 2002; Walter ~ Peller, 1992). 

Berg and Steiner (2003) described solution-focused brief therapy a.s beginning with an 

assessment of what the client wants and expects, as well as all possible solutions. The 
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approach of solution-focused brief therapy is a user friendly concept and was designed to 

assist clients in getting what they want (Walter & Peller, 1992). Solution-focused brief 

therapy is different from other techniques that employ an expert position of the therapist 

(Walter &Peller, 1992). The solution-focused approach is designed with the client as the 

expert, focusing exclusively on what he or she wants to achieve (Walter &Peller, 1992). 

Furman and Aho1a (1992) emphasized that when clients are continually exposed to the 

technique of looking for solutions, they will become quite sharp in discovering the alternative 

solutions for themselves. The process itself continued to be viewed as an intervention 

enabling clients to move from the problem situation to a solution (Walter &Peller, 2000). 

"The concept of resolution also reflects the focus of brief therapies on helping clients in 

achieving a better outcome — a positive resolution -- in the future" (Presbury et al., 2002, p. 

6). 

Walter &Peller (1992) addressed the concept of the solution-focused approach no 

longer focusing on gathering information. Practitioners of solution-focused techniques are 

viewed as a participant in the development of the solution and therefore gathering 

information is not as important a.s participating in a continuing conversation throughout 

which solutions develop and evolve (Walter &Peller, 1992). Facilitating rapport with clients 

is another identified advantage of focusing on positive solutions (Walter &Peller, 1992). 

Selekman (1993) describes the positive aspect of brief therapy to include focusing on when a 

change will happen instead of if the change will occur. 

Another aspect of solution-focused therapy is that it is not about solutions (Miller et 

a1.,199~). Being solution-focused would imply the need to f x a problem, and therefore the 

solutions are driven by the problem (Miller et x1.,1996). Solution-focused therapy is about 
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"shifting attention to the life the client would prefer to lead" — a perspective that can be 

described as one in which "the future determines the past" (~vliller et a1.,1996, p. 46). The 

emphasis changed to the preferred life of the client and ultimately places the desire and the 

belief that a better life is possible, therefore allowing the client to form a central idea from 

which solutions can flow (Miller et a1., l 996). 

Solution-focused brief therapy is no longer identified as moving the client from a 

problem state to a solution state, and as a result we no longer work within the language of 

intervention (Walter &Peller, 2000). Walter &Peller (2000) described solution-focused brief 

therapists as facilitators of creative conversations which produce preferences and possibilities 

which evolve throughout the conversation. Littrell (1998) observes the comfort and 

reassurance felt by utilizing familiar techniques, however, he also conveys the idea that new 

frameworks allow for an increased potential in the response to the continuously evolving 

challenges which clients present. In addition, research indicates that brief counseling 

techniques allow individuals to reduce their concerns regarding the problem and continue to 

move closer to their desired outcome (Littrell, Malia, 8~ Vanderwood, 1995). 

Techniques 

The techniques of brief counseling are not magic. They are not mysterious or secret, 

and they do not reflect some hidden, special, and spontaneous power within the 

helper. In other words, a brief counselor does not have a bag of magic tricks. 

(Presbury et al., 2002, p. 5 8) 

Being solution-focused and using brief therapy does not mean that the therapist has a specific 

set of techniques to be applied to every problem (Presbury et al., 2002). Brief therapy is 
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working with a client to move him or her towards a solution and assist in freeing that 

individual from their stuck position (Presbury et al., 2002). 

Furman and Aho1a (1992) discuss the concept of compromise and how when two 

people are in conflict there is rarely an acceptance of the other individuals' paint of view. 

Additional alternatives create options that perhaps were not previously considered by the 

individuals involved in the conflict and, in essence, present an idea that is different than the 

original standpoints of the parties (Furman & Ahola., 1992). 

Very few people will have a sudden brea~l~through during their therapy process; often 

an individual must be content with steady progress as opposed to a dramatic and sudden 

change, and therefore it is important to continue to encourage clients throughout the 

counseling process because improvement does not occur as systematically a.s clients often 

want (Presbury et al., 2002). Research indicates that individuals become easily discouraged 

and often focus on a regression backwards, leading to the belief that the desired change is 

impossible (Presbury et al., 2002; Furman & Ahola, 1992). 

Strengths and Goal Setting. An important component of change is identifying what 

an individual would like to change and how to achieve that change. "Essential to the process 

of setting goals is understanding what small changes can be made toward the objective. As 

many theorists of the solution-focused model have noted, it is critical to think small to secure 

immediate success" (Miller et a1.,199b, p. 138). Individual goals should be stated with 

specificity and should be positive in nature. (Miller et a1.,1996). Brief counseling is an 

avenue in which individuals can decrease their discomfort and work toward achieving their 

goals as quickly as passible (Littrell, 1998). 
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Utilizing the client's strengths and available resources enables them to engage in 

conversations promoting change can encourage changes to occur in the client's beliefs and 

behaviors (Selekman, 1993). "The subject of progress functions as a springboard for the 

discovery of new solutions." (Furman & Ahola, 1992, p. 116). 

Focusing on progress and improvement is more than just a therapeutic technique of 

identifying factors contributing to a solution. It is a way of encouraging clients' 

optimism and helping them to adopt a more forward-looking approach to their 

problems —even Life in general. (Furman & Ahola, 1992, p. 120). 

To facilitate change in a positive direction, the focus must be on the future and the solution 

and ultimately, the primary focus should be on solution-oriented conversations rather than on 

problem-oriented conversations (Walter & Peller, 1992). 

The future for the client holds many possibilities (Selekman, 1993 ). As counselors, 

we have the potential of becoming co-authors with clients, redefining the future and the 

changes they wish to occur (Selekman, 1993). It has been stated that individuals who are 

capable of visualizing a future of success will increase their success as opposed to those 

individuals who anticipate failure (Seiekman, 1993 ). 

Discussing positive visions of the future can be useful in many ways. They give 

people something to aspire to, they foster optimism, and they help in the setting of 

goals. With a positive vision of the future we are able to view our past as a resource, 

to recognize and value progress that is already underway, to see other people as allies 

rather than adversaries, and to think of our problems as ordeals that can contribute to 

the struggle to reach our goals. (Furman & .Ahola~ 1992, p. 106). 
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Inquiring about a client's goals allows the focus to be on the future and allows the client to 

think about the success that is possible (Miller, Hubble, &Duncan, 1996). 

Viewpoints of Problem Solving. "If it works, don't fix it" (Walter &Peller, 1992, p. 

37). If clients already are doing something that is successful for them, don't change it or 

suggest that they do something more (Walter &Peller, 1992). An efficient way to change 

something is to analyze what the individual is already doing that works, as well as find a time 

when cgs were better and analyze the aspects of what was done to solve the problem so 

they can be related into the current situation ('Hanlon, 1999). 

To solve a problem, it is also possible to look at the changes being made to solve 

previous problem and potentially, change what you are doing to solve it (O' Hanlon, 1999). In 

an effort to solve the problem, the individual must identify how they continue the problem 

pattern and begin to do something differently. (O' Hanlon, l 999). Walter &Peller (1992) 

believe that an individual has all that he or she needs to solve a problem. 

Our culture is steeped in problem-orientation. ~Ve have an idea that when problems 

happen, they are caused or determined by the past and that things are just the way 

they are, set in concrete. If you simply do or think something different, however, 

many things can change. If you change your focus from problems to solutions, things 

can change even more quickly. ('Hanlon, 1999, p. 78). 

The future is generally connected to the past in some manner; therefore, people with a 

stressful past are generally those who have a hopeless view of the future (Furman & Ahola, 

1992). In turn, those who have a negative view of the future exacerbate current problems 

(Furman & Ahola, 1992). It is fortunate that the opposite is also true. Having a positive view 

of the future promotes hope, and having hope assists an individual in coping with the current 
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problem situation and making the necessary changes to find a solution (Furman & Ahola, 

1992). 

The positive view of the future allows people to see the current problem as a stepping 

stone, where making changes puts them on a better path to success (Furman & Ahola, 1992). 

This perspective enables individuals to view the difficulties they are having as a valuable 

learning experience (Furman & Ahola, 1992). Problem solving is also viewed as a social 

process, and therefore those involved have the capability to either j eopardize or encourage 

change (Furman & Ahola, 1992). Furman & Ahola (1992) believe that many people are 

involved in the change process and by acknowledging their involvement they can share in the 

promoting and advocating a positive change. In addition, walter &Peller (1992) believe that 

positive support can have an impact on the achievement of goals. Change often elicits 

feelings of fear or confusion and encouragement can be reassuring to a client (Walter & 

Peller, 1992). 

Scaling. One form of scaling is giving a client the opporltunity to rank their 

experience from 1 to 10; 1 generally being the worst and 10 being the best. Scaling allows 

the client to see the progress being made and helps them to realize that problem solving is a 

process that takes time (Presbury et al., 2002). Scaling has been often identified as a useful 

technique in helping clients. "Redefining a goal from a dichotomy (either/or, success/failure) 

to a range (1 to 10) allows for the discerning of small changes and the recognition of progress 

before finally achieving the goal" (Miller et a1., l 996, p. 13 8). The questions utilized 

throughout the scaling technique are not designed to indicate normal or abnormal, rather it is 

intended to assess how a client rates the current problem situation (Berg &Steiner, 2003). 
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The Miracle Question. What would your life look like if you were to wake up 

tomorrow morning and a miracle had occurred...what would be different? The miracle 

question gives a client an oppo~ty to visualize what they would like to change about their 

live and allows them an avenue to discuss how they can get there. 

A significant element of the goal setting process involves the miracle question (Miller 

et a1.,1996). Selekman (1993) indicated that the miracle question was developed to move an 

individual into the future without problems. The miracle question is especially useful for 

obtaining goals and a detailed description of what the end result will look like from the 

client's perspective when the problem is (Selekman, 1993 ). By employing the miracle 

question, the counselor is trying to enable the client to see the changes (Presbury et al., 

2002). Often, the miracle question elicits reports from the client of behaviors that they are 

capable of and may already be doing (Selekman, 1993). In addition, the miracle question 

frequently generates useful goals and changes (Selekman, 1993). 

Some individuals may have difficulty verbalizing their miracle and what they would 

like to change about their life. In this case, drawing can be used to allow the individual to 

express themselves, as an additional medium through which counseling can be enhanced 

(Berg &Steiner, 2003; Kahn, 1999). 

Relationships and Conversations of Counselors and Administrators 

Both counselors and administrators have important leadership roles within a school 

environment. Therefore, it may be anticipated that the relationship between the counselor and 

administrator is key to the school becoming asolution-focused environment. 

Solution-focused conversations are primarily forward-looking and therefore, 

explaining and interpreting the problem generally receives little attention; however, some 
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level of explanation is foreseeable (Furman & Ahola, 1992). Furman & Aho1a (1992) believe 

that explanations can be helpful to the client without being conventional in nature. Using 

imagination in creating an explanation is often the catalyst for finding a solution. 

Another approach to handling situations where there are two supposedly linked 

problems is that of tjning the tables by reversing the cause and effect. Turning 

supposedly causal relationships upside-down is a way of discovering totally new 

ways of dealing with problems. (Furman & Aho1a, 1992, p. 45) 

Solution-focused brief therapy is a technique that can be used to open up the client to 

potential preferences and possibilities (Walter &Peller, 2000). It is necessary to explore the 

possibility of significance "when the conversation seems over-focused or confined, when the 

conversation seems to be going nowhere or in circles" (p. 90). 

Walter and Peller (2000) view the intention of creating conversations as the desire to 

facilitate rapport where one can speak openly and honestly about concerns, desires, and 

preferences. This concept relates well to counselors and administrators, and the 

implementation of solution-focused conversations in an educational setting. Communication 

provides solutions and allows for new ways of thinking and interacting with others (Walter & 

Peller, 2.000). As one would assume, a conversation is when two or more individuals talk 

with each. other, A conversation occurs when individuals feel comfortable enough to share 

what they are thinking and feeling without feat of judgment by others. Oftentimes, during a 

positive conversation, individuals are able to be more open which in turn allows for a more 

positive direction of the conversation (Walter &Peller, 2000). 

Pau11 and McGrevin (1996) discussed the idea of school administrators as 

conversational Leaders and the importance of their role in the school as agents of change for 
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the entire population. Because of their heightened role in the solution process, conversational 

skills become of great importance. In addition to their conversational skills, both 

administrators and counselors must have the ability to foster relationships in order to 

effectively communicate the need and desire for change. 

Interpersonal skills are an important aspect of communication and specifically 

solution-focused conversations. "When you interact with another person, you have no choice 

but to make some impact, stimulate some ideas, arouse some impressions and observations, 

or trigger some feelings and reactions" (Johnson, 2003, p. 5). As a result, it is possible that 

people may react to your behavior in a different manner than you would like them to react 

(Johnson, 2003 ). Johnson (2003) stated that the ability to formulate and the outcome of 

relationships depend on interpersonal skills as those skills are the connection to other 

individuals. These interpersonal skills are the key component of acting appropriately in 

accordance with the norms of a specific situation. In order to increase the quantity and 

quality of our relationships Johnson (2003) identified that we must first improve our 

interpersonal skills in that "Interpersonal skills are the sum total of your ability to interact 

effectively with other people" (p. 7). 

There are many components of a successful relationship. Because of the heightened 

importance of the relationship component in solution-focused conversations, the various 

components of successful relationships should be addressed to facilitate understanding. As 

Johnson (2003) has stated, relationships are a j ourney from beginning to end and the 

openness of a relationship relates directly to an individuals willingness to participate, 

including being open about their ideas, thoughts and feelings. Although sharing can at times 

be difficult, it is allowing others to utilize your resources in an effort to achieve their goals. 
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"On a professional basis, relationships among collaborators who are working to achieve 

mutual goals tend to be quite open, while relationships among competitors who are seeking 

advantages over each other tend to be quite closed" (p. 45). 

Good relationships bring us joy and affirmation. To develop a good relationship, trust 

must be established. On the interpersonal level, trust is the foundation for building 

and maintaining a caring and productive relationship. It is necessary for effective 

cooperation. Trust is especially necessary for open communication. When we have a 

high degree of must in the other person, we tend to communicate accurate, relevant, 

and complete information and we tend to be willing to share our thoughts, feelings, 

and ideas. Trust simplifies our interactions by giving us confidence in other people's 

words and deeds. (Johnson, 2003, p. 93) 

Another aspect of successful relationships is trust. An individual must be able to trust 

another in order to be effective and efficient in their participation in solution-focused 

conversations. Trust is a vital component of open communication (Johnson, 2003). 

Individuals with an increased level of trust are more likely to be accurate, and complete in 

their discussion of the problem. In addition, individuals who trust will be more open to 

sharing their thoughts, feelings and ideas (Johnson, 2003 ). 

The client-therapist relationship has been a major focus of the study of the change 

process (Miller, Hubble, &Duncan, 1996). Research indicates that the client's perception of 

the client-therapist relationship correlates directly with the level of improvement achieved 

(Miller et a1., l 996). In addition to the client perceptions of the relationship, previous research 

outlines the growing emphasis on collaborative relationships of school personnel in the 

school as the educational system, evolves. (Murphy, 1994). 
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Selekman (1993) discussed cooperative working relationships, the benefits of 

working with others, and fostering those relationships so they will be productive. Therefore, 

working in collaboration with others can be a beneficial learning experience in which brief 

therapists are able to generate alternative possibilities for challenging clients (Selekman, 

1993). It would appear from the research that there is an increased importance to the 

relationship between counselors and administrators and the effect that their relationship has 

on the implementation of solution-focused conversations into their educational setting. 

Use of Solution-Focused Conversations in Schools 

Murphy and Duncan (1997) believe that the most efficient manner with which to 

assess change from someone else's perspective is to ask them personally. Progress can be 

something that is individual, and therefore each individual reports their 1eve1 of progress 

differently. Walter & Pe11er (2000) added that we generally accept the clients' statements of 

problems as well a~s their reports of change. This, in essence, is one method to access change. 

An individual has ultimate control and may only require direction in order to acquire a 

solution that fits for them. 

Peterson and Littrell approached the topic of a delicate balance between counselor 

and administrator teaming in the school climate. The counselor who was the focus of their 

ethnographic research credited success in positively changing the school's climate in part to 

her open relationship with the administrator (Littrell &Peterson, 2005; Peterson &Littrell, 

2000). This is another piece of evidence regarding the importance of the underlying 

relationship between the counselor and the administrator of a school. 

Br~unham and Jackson (2000) discussed the differences between the idea of brief 

counseling in a school and the actual utilization of those skills. The model of brief counseling 
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involves consultation, collaboration and referral for services (Br~unham &Jackson, 2000). 

Counselors and administrator are both extremely busy individuals and have little time to 

devote to each separate issue that may arise. Therefore, some researchers indicated that it is 

imperative to focus on solutions to decrease the amount of time necessary to "solve" a 

problem (Littrell, 1998). 

Because change is ultimately the underlying theme for the research conducted for this 

study as well as the information reviewed for this paper, it is equally important to identify 

and review similar research to formulate a basis for understanding of the significance of 

change. Mostert, et al.'s 1997 study, similar in design to the study conducted for this project, 

showed that the participants believed the trainings to be helpful; however, they also indicated 

they would prefer more practical application in the workshops, including role playing and 

modeling (Mostert et al., l 997). Their study initially involved approximately 20 counselors; 

however, following the .completion of the initial workshop, only 5 of the 20 counselors 

agreed to continued participation in their study. This same study provided information 

regarding the counselors' perspective and the time constraint they were facing .during the 

course of their duties and how, with the solution-focused therapy, they were more focused on 

their professional direction (Mostert et a1.,1997). The research reviewed demonstrated that 

the solution-focused methodology was useful with not only the student involved directly in 

the study, but also parents and co-workers (Mostert et a1.,1997}. 

Benefits 

There are a variety of benefits to solution-focused conversations, including the 

efficient use of time (Littrell et a1.,1995). "School counselors faced with mounting duties and 

heavy caseloads should find this .approach particularly attractive because of its effectiveness 
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and brevity" (Thompson & Littrell, 1998, p. 66). The ability to transition quickly in order to 

identify useful resources allows the client to address the issue -and find what works and start 

moving forward (Littrell, 1998). 

Another benefit includes clients' ability to take control and make choices that will 

have a positive impact on their life and the journey they have begun. Allowing clients to take 

control of their circumstances empowers them and gives them the opportunity to play a role 

in the change that is occurring in their lives. Prochaska's "Stages in the Journey of Change" 

offer an outline for brief counselors to identify and understand where in the journey they 

client is and what they need to move on to the next level in order to reach their goals 

(Prochaska, Norcross, & DiClemente, 1994). These researchers discussed five stages of 

change : Precontemplation, before an individual recognizes their needs; Contemplation, when 

an individual recognizes their need -for change; Preparation, getting ready to take action; 

Action, when the individual begins to take action regarding their needs; and Maintenance, 

when the individual has reached a goal plateau and works to maintain their success in 

reaching the goal. Moving through the stages of change can be time consuming and requires 

a commitment by the individual. 

Limitations 

Although there are many benefits of solution-focused conversations, limitations are 

also present. Even though solution-focused therapy primarily focuses on change for future 

benefit, this does not mean that the past should not be dealt with (O'Hanlon, 1999). 

O' Hanlon (1999) stated that it is imperative that the client keep the past in perspective 

throughout the solution-focused process. Keeping perspective does play an important part in 

the progression toward a solution to the presenting issue. It may be detrimental to the client 
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to focus on one specific concern too quickly, which may lead to possibly ignoring an equally 

important issue (Littrell et x1.,1995}. 

Research Focus 

This research focuses on the relationship between counselors and administrators and 

the significance of that relationship in regards to solution-focused conversations. As the 

intended goal of this seminar series vas to implement solution-focused conversations into 

schools on a broader scale, this research is laying the foundation for fiart~ier understanding of 

the significance of the counselor-administrator relationship as well as its effect on successful 

implementation of solution-focused conversations. 

Research 1~ypoth esis 

The hypothesis is that the underlying relationship between the counselor and 

administrator team will play a significant role in the success of the implementation of 

solution-focused conversation strategies. 
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Method 

Participants 

This workshop series was designed for school counselors and administrators located 

in school districts in central Iowa. The sponsoring agency was the Heartland Area Education 

Association (Heartland AEA). They provided the seminar series and the accompanying 

materials free of charge to the participants. Advertisements regarding the seminar series was 

sent to central Iowa school districts by means of mailings and Internet postings. 

The solution-focused conversations project began with 3 0 individual participants 

from 14 central Iowa schools. Each of the participants voluntarily registered to attend the 

seminar series. The initial intent of the research was to encourage participation of a counselor 

and an administrator from each building in order to comprise a "team" in an effort to obtain 

both perspectives from a school environment and create a stronger working relationship. 

Many of the teams were, in fact, pairs of counselors and administrators; however, two of the 

larger schools sent two counselors and one administrator to participate in the- seminars. The 

study began with 1 S school counselors and 15 school administrators. The final sample for 

this study consisted of 24 individuals. This sample consisted of 14 school counselors, 

including 3 males and 11 females, and 10 administrators comprised of 2 males and 8 females. 

Additional demographics of the individual participants include the fact that all of the 

participants were Caucasian and within the ages of 30 to 55 years old. 

The schools involved in the study represented participants from public and private 

schools, from elementi~ry and secondary schools,. from and rural and urban communities. The 

actual size of the schools ranged from 210 to 1,000 students. As a result, the population was 

diverse and represented various perspectives, which enhanced the research. 
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Workshop Design 

This solution-focused conversations project was designed in conjunction with the 

Heartland Area Education Association (Heartland AEA) in central Iowa, as the sponsoring 

agency to assist counselor and ad~strator teams from central Iowa schools in their 

development of solution-focused conversation skills. The original format included three 

seminars, to be held at a public library. The dates of the seminars were February 12, 2004, 

April S, 2004, and May 4, 2004. Sessions lasted from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Handouts 

distributed at the first and second workshops are provided in Appendix A. 

The seminars were designed to provide an overview of solution-focused 

conversations and the techniques that would enable counselors and administrators to 

participate in such conversations. An overview of resources was provided as well as 

examples of implementation of the skills being taught. The seminar series was designed as a 

comprehensive overview of the skills necessary to participate in solution-focused 

conversations. For the purposes of this study, the information taught is identified a.s the 

intervention to be examined throughout the results section of this paper. 

Feedback and Seminar Alterations 

Following the first seminar in the series, the participants completed survey number 

one (See Appendix C) regarding general feedback about the workshop. Although the overall 

opinion of the first workshop was positive, participants voiced some concerns. Included in 

their concerns was uneasiness with role playing. Many of the participants had a desire to 

learn the skills and techniques, but preferred not to be called on to perform them in front of 

the group. It was suggested that the three research assistants participate in the role playing 

exercises. 
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Many of the participants indicated the stress of committing three full days to the 

seminar series. As key individuals in their schools, the counselors and administrators were 

mall~ing a significant commitment of time when agreeing to participate for three days during 

the spring semester. 

As a result of the overwhelming time requirement, a change in the schedule was 

proposed during the course of the second day of the seminar. Dr. Littrell suggested that in 

lieu of the third full day seminar, each school receive a private consultation at their school in 

which he would answer questions regarding solution-focused conversations. In addition, he 

promised to participate in a live example in which he would have asolution-focused 

conversation with an individual (e.g., student, teacher, parent) selected by the counselor-

administrator team. 

Research Component 

At the beginning of seminar number one, three research assistants were introduced by 

the representative from Heartland AEA. The research assistants included Meredith Steele, 

Sarah Majoros and Reese Hendricks. The research aspect of this seminar series was not 

publicized prior to the beginning of session one; therefore, it was during the beginning of this 

session that the participants were informed that there would be a research component. The 

participants were told that they could decline participation in the study if they elected to do 

so. 

Data Collection 

The participants were guaranteed anonymity for both their individual responses and 

their school affiliation in return for their participation in the project. Each of the participants 

from which any information was obtained completed an informed consent form that allows 
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the researchers to utilize the information acquired. A copy of the informed consent form is 

found in Appendix B . 

During seminar nurn.ber one, Dr. Littrell presented the basics of solution-focused 

conversations, the "miracle question," interrupting skills and scaling. Each participant was 

given the book Brief Counseling in Action (Littrell, 1998) as a resource and guide for 

solution-focused conversations. 

Following seminar number one, each of the teams was contacted via telephone and/or 

email correspondence and a 15-minute interview was scheduled. During this interview, each 

of the participants completed an informed consent form, a brief survey, and four short, open-

ended, questions requiring verbal responses. The survey was designed to solicit information 

regarding knowledge and understanding of the skills and techniques presented during 

seminar number one. Survey number one is found in Appendix C. There were five questions, 

including four subsections on each of the first four questions, which employed a 7-point 

Likert-type scale format (1 =not at all knowledgeable or the equivalent, and 7 =very 

knowledgeable or the equivalent). Number one referred to the negative while number seven 

was a positive response. Each question had available space for any comment the participants 

felt necessary to explain their response. The first survey was distributed and retrieved during 

the 15-minute interview with the team. 

Seminar number two reviewed the materials firom seminar number one and Dr. 

Littrell addressed any questions the participants had following their implementation of their 

knowledge and skills between the seminar dates. Additionally, seminar number two 

introduced three patterns: (1) "doing one thing different" in order to break a ,destructive 

behavior pattern, (2) refraining, and (3) "you must have a good reason for...." There wa.s also 
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a discussion regarding how to handle situations when students said "I don't know," and what 

to do when an individual was stuck in this stance. 

During the course of the second seminar, it was decided by the leaders of the program 

that the third day would be better utilized if each individual team received a private 

consultation in their school setting as discussed in a previous section. The participants agreed 

to the change in the contents of the course. 

The second survey (See Appendix D) was distributed via a-mail to the participants. 

The survey consisted of seven question and inquiring about the participants' knowledge, 

skill, use and comfort level with each identified skill and technique presented during seminar 

number two. Also included in the survey were two open-ended questions soliciting responses 

regarding experience and benefits of solution-focused conversations. 

Prior to the final consultation at each school, the participants were mailed the final 

comprehensive survey (See Appendix E}, so that they might have time to complete the 

survey prior to their meeting time. 

As previously indicated, the third seminar was cancelled in lieu of individual 

consultations at each specific school setting. Dr. Littrell and a research assistant scheduled 

appointments and visited each school. During the course of the final consultation, the 

participants were encouraged to ask any questions regarding the implementation of solution-

focused conversations that they may have had or anticipated having. Additionally, Dr. Littrell 

demonstrated with an individual (e.g., parent, teacher, student) chosen by the participants of 

the workshop the skills and techniques he had taught during the course of the seminars. His 

demonstrations gave participants afirst-hand look at the implementation of the skills and 

techniques into a conversation that was not a role play. 
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Following the completion of the on-site consultation, the final survey was collected 

from the participants. However, the final survey was not completed in time to be picked up at 

each of the schools and therefore, a portion of the surveys were mailed back to the research 

assistants. 
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Results 

From a qualitative standpoint, there was a plethora of information obtained 

throughout the course of this solution-focused conversations project. Both survey number 

one and survey number two gleaned valuable information from the participants regarding 

their knowledge, use, skill, and comfort level with the many techniques associated with 

solution-focused conversations. Although this research project was multifaceted, an 

underlying theme that continually emerged wa.s the relationship between the counselors and 

the administrators. Comments during the initial interview indicated that the relationship was 

of great importance because the success of the actual implementation of solution-focused 

strategies depended on the cooperation between the team members and working toward a 

common goal. Counselors and administrators were now more aware of how important it is to 

be on the same page when working toward a goal. Specifically, one counselor and 

administrator team discussed the importance of working together in terms of communicating 

affectively with students, parents and other colleagues. Being on the same page enabled the 

counselor and administrator to be both effective and efficient in their daily duties. In essence, 

the counselor and administrator teams were focusing on the same goal of working towards 

the best interest of the children they serve as well a.s have respect for their individual 

opinions. Another counselor and administrator team indicated that they felt it was important 

to continue to develop the relationship between the counselor and the administrator. 

Fostering the relationship between the counselor and the administrator had made for a more 

solution-focused work environment in their school. 

Section number five on _the final survey is dedicated to obtaining information 

specifically about the relationship between the members of the solution-focused 
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conversations teams. Numerically, the results of this portion of the survey indicated that the 

team relationship was important to the implementation of solution-focused conversations; 

however, the majority of the information utilized in analysis of the issue of the relationship 

between counselors and administrators was obtained in the interviews, comments, and 

d1SCLtSSlonS Wlth particlpantS. 

Many of the counselors and administrators expressed opinions regarding the solution-

focused conversations, including the example given by Dr. Littrell of water over a stone 

producing a gradual change. One particular team discussed the benefits of being able to work 

together and process through situations. According to one counselor, "Having someone to 

work through an issue with and be supportive of the final decision makes a difference in the 

work environment" The ability to do this gave the team a more cohesive relationship as well 

as a more thoroughly designed goal in becoming solution-focused conversationalists. 

Section five of the final solution-focused conversations survey specifically addressed 

the issues of teams and obtained information regarding the significance of the relationship. In 

the numerical evaluation of two specif c questions, the significance of the relationship 

between counselors and administrators is evident. Question (c) is "I gain support from my 

Solution-Focused Conversation team members." Question (d} is "My Solution-Focused 

Conversation team has enabled me to be mare productive in dealing with students and the 

issues they present with." Numerically, the answers translated as follows with 1 =Strongly 

Disagree and 7 =Strongly Agree. The participating counselors and administrators were asked 

to rate their agreement or disagreement with the proposed questions. The responses are 

calculated and evaluated as follows: 
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Table 1. Evaluation of support and productivity of solution-focused conversations. 

Question Counselors' Mean Administrators' Mean Cumulative Mean 

Question (c) 5.18 5.17 5.18 

Question (d) 5.00 5.33 5.12 

As evidenced by the responses given for survey number three, the significance of the 

relationship between the counselor and administrator appears to be equally important to both 

the counselor and the administrator involved. This is a beneficial piece of information, not 

only for the completion of this study, but also for future research in the area of solution-

focused conversations in schools. A number of comments throughout the interview and 

survey process indicated that having a team that is equally involved in the implementation of 

solution-focused conversations assists in providing effective and efficient solution-focused 

conversations. 

Bringing all of the information obtained together would prove to be a somewhat 

intensive task due to the significant amount of information received and the course changes 

throughout the project. From a qualitative standpoint, this was not inhibiting; however, in 

analyzing the relationship between the counselors and the administrators initially involved in 

the project, there are some very specific inferences that can be made as a result of the 

comments made to the researchers. 

Specifically, two administrators began participation in the projects with their 

respective counselors as a team member. Although each dropped out of the project at 

differing stages, the contents of their opinions were quite similar. Each administrator 

indicated that the materials being presented did not apply to them and their position and they 
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were no longer interested in participating in the project. In contrast, the counselor members 

of these teams expressed their satisfaction with the seminars and the information they were 

learning throughout the course of the project. One of the counselors stayed to complete the 

seminar series without the administrator; the other counselor withdrew after the first seminar. 

During the course of conversation with these counselors, each indicated that their 

administrator was not interested in the project and in turn was not interested in working as a 

team. Although not documented in the written information obtained, each counselor made 

reference to the relationship they had with their administrator. The conclusion drawn is that 

the relationship between the counselor and administrator was not a solid and strong working 

relationship in which both worked toward the implementation of solution-focused 

conversations. Without the support of one another, the implementation of solution-focused 

conversations in an effort to eventually influence school climate change would prove 

challenging. 

On the contrary, the majority of teams completing the entire program were teams with 

a strong counselor-administrator team relationship. One team in particular indicated their 

process of working together toward school change. They, as a team, interacted with students 

in their individual roles as either counselor or administrator, but the simple fact is that they 

are both involved in the process, whether discipline or praise. It was evident in the brief 

interview that the relationship between the counselor and administrator was strong and that 

they were both working toward the common goal of implementing solution-focused 

conversations in their school and affecting school change. 
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Discussion 

Summary 

The qualitative research completed for this solution-focused conversations project 

reinforces the belief that a strong working relationship is necessary to productively 

implement change. "In problem-solving negotiations the goal is to discover an agreement 

that benefits everyone involved" (Johnson, 2003, p. 261). The same is true for the 

relationship between the counselor and administrator teams during the implementation 

process. It will be more beneficial overall if the counselor and administrator are working 

toward a common goal. School change can be more positively affected when all parties are in 

agreement as to the change desired. 

~' Hanlon (1999) discussed how solution-focused therapy acknowledges the problem 

and continues various changes until the goal is met. This process works with clients/students 

as well as the individuals that are utilizing the solution-focused approach. The primary focus 

is to be on what is working (O' Hanlon, 1999; Walter & Peller, 1992). Counselors and 

administrators have an opportunity to positively change a school toward being more solution-

focused, which would lead one to believe that there would be a decrease in the amount of 

conflict. Further, and more extensive, research would need to be conducted to evaluate the 

level of school change achieved as a result of the implementation of solution-focused 

conversations. 

Limitations 

Throughout the course of the project, nine participants withdrew for a variety of 

reasons. One of the participating schools withdrew from the project due to a school crisis that 

required the full attention of both the counselor and the administrator. Another of the 
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participating teams withdrew following the first seminar because of the potential loss of their 

jobs. Two of our administrators declined fiarther participation in the research project a.s they 

indicated that they felt the material was not applicable to their particular position. One of the 

counselors, a member of the team in which the administrator declined fiarther participation, 

completed the seminar series and one of the counselors discontinued their participation along 

with the administrator. Each of the teams withdrawing from the project completed varying 

stages of the research process. 

In addition, it was addressed late in the research project that one of the teams 

questioned their prior knowledge of participation in a research study. This team member 

indicated that there may have been some coercion in offering a free seminar, yet expecting 

individuals to participate in all of the components of a research study. 

Future Research 

The solution-focused conversation project provided insight into the working 

relationship between counselors and administrators; however, additional steps could be taken 

to enhance the quality of information obtained from the participants. Prior to participation in 

the workshops, it would be advisable that the counselors and administrators complete a pre-

test in regards to their knowledge, skill, and use of solution-focused conversations and the 

techniques utilized therein. The pretest would provide a basis from which personal 

knowledge and growth can be determined as well a~s allow the researcher further data on the 

efficacy of the training provided. 

It is also recommended that a more effective and efficient method of surveying be 

implemented. During the course of this study, the surveys were distributed by three different 

methods: personal deliver, a-mail, and regular mail. The continuous change created some 
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confusion and is believed to have adversely affected the response rate by some participants. 

It should be recommended that a survey method that is continuous throughout the course of 

the study be selected in an effort to increase the retl~rn rate. Perhaps a brief period of time 

could be set aside at each of the seminars for the participants to complete the survey. 

In conclusion, this research paper has discussed solution-focused conversations, their 

history, techniques and applications to educational. settings. It has reviewed the literature and 

previous research regarding solution-focused brief therapy identifying numerous benefits as 

well as recognizing the limitations. It is believed that the significance of the relationship 

between counselors and administrators was evidenced throughout the course of this research 

project; however, relationships are subjective and open to interpretations. Therefore, with the 

suggestions for future research, a more conclusive study can be developed and implemented. 
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Appendiz A — Workshop Handouts 
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Team~n~ Pr~nofpals 
and Caunsejars 

tc~ Create 
So~utran-focused 

scht~o~s 

Sponsored by Heartland 
/area Education Agency ~ 1 

Presen#er: ©r. John M. Littrell 
Professor &Program Coordinator 
Counseloz Education School Counseling) 

?Z 1 A Lagomarcino Fall 
lo~~a State University 
Ames, Iowa ~t?O1 I 

Phone- ~~ I ~~ Z94-~?46 
Fax: (51 S) 294-~9~2 

E-mail: jlittrelCr~'astate.edu 
«eb; http:lf~,~ww.educ.instate.edu/elpslcoedr•'iittrell.htnc 

VI►orkshop A►ssfstant: Reese Hendricks 

Research Teams: Ivlereditb Steele and Sarah ~Ia~oros 

WHAT? SoIt~tiaxi-focused conversations emphasize peoplets strengths and resources: their 
goals, and their methods to achieve those goals. V~lhen key people (e.g., 
administrators d~ counselors) tivithin a school begin to engage in more salution-
focused conversations•—lather than problem-focused ones----these key people 
begin to create solution-focused schools. 

WHC~? Teams composed of an administrator and school counsoZor ~.vorking togc#her. 

WHEN? February 12, 2004; Apri18, 2004; & I~iay 4, ?004 9,•00 a.m. -- .3_ DO p.rn. 

WHERE? Johnston Public Library, Johnston, Io~~►~. 

WHl~? Students, parents, tear,hers, support staff, administrators, and coxnrnunity leaders, 
bare man}• more strengths and resources than they realize. '~'~en these strengths 
and resources are tapped through solution-focused contiersa~tions, energy, 
enthusiasm, and a clear sense of direction arnerge. 

HC~1~'f~? This v~orl~shop offers you an oppomuut}~ to work as a team to: 
~ . Learn near ti~ays to hold solution-focused conversations. 
~. Practices solution-focused conversations in a ~3~orkshop setting. 
3. Fork as a team in taking the new learning into your schools. 
4. Receive feedback about your impact in creating a more solution-focused 

school. 
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John Liurell: Tearniu~ Principals ~ Counselors to Create Solution-Focused Schools• 

Three-part Program 

Part 1: The Fout:dat~ans of Solution-focused conversations--Febfuary 12 

• ,WZiat is solution-f+~cused disloguelconversation? 
• Setting the stage for focusing on solutions 
■ modeling ofsolution-focused strategics 
• Connecti.ng the pieces--resiliency, strength-used, solutiorx-focused reaearch 
• Learning and practicing as a team 

mart Z: Salution~focused conversations—Learning and Practice—April S 

• Processing Day 1 and follow-up, "How are vc~e doing?" 
= Viodeling of sotutioxt-focused strategies 
- A,dding new strategies and techmi~ques to our toolbox 
■ Practicing strategies that work through solution-focused conversations 
• Luars~ing and practicing the fine art of "xeframing„
• Looking a~ a framework for solution-focused that fits your school 

Part 3: creating a Sa~utian-focused Schoo#~—vlay ~ 

= Processing Day 2 and folla~ up, "Progress over time" 
' Tapping the s~r~ngths t4 solve problems and imple~rrt,ent ne,cv solutions 
_ 'Pips is implementing your solution-focused frarjaav~rark 
• Consultation and practice using solutions-focused con;•ersations 
= R~ettning your toolbox to fit your needs 
• The future-- yQur aced for follow-up and support 

Part ~ : The Foundations of Solution-focu:e~! Conversations 
But before we be~in...Activlty 1: Giving your Team a "w£~W' name. 

> Yearns need names that are LNSP1~tI~1~ as they set forth on their ~D~' Projects of 
creating a more solution-f©cased schools. {For txample, Passionate Purple Cove Cohort}. 
working together as a team, brainstorm your new name. {5 r»nutes) 

~ but S'eam's name is  _ 

~! . Our B1G Goat: cre~ttn$ solutloa-foe»sed schroo/s. 
Z, tour Mtethod: t?O d`HF Tftlllr+G DIFFLaRl~NT and TAlf~ ~ .t STf'P~. 

Qu»soon: ~i/hat is one sr»a!! step to begfit aclyle:ring tftis Bl~ ~~AL? 
Answer, Lert9»gins i» r»are Solt~rt~on-~oc~rsed ~a»versattons. 
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Iohn littrell: Teaming PrincipaLS & ~oungelc~rs to Cse~e Solution-Fncused Schools 3 

USlhat do probiem~focused schools and solution-focused schools look like? 

Tabte 1. A Comparison of Problem-focused Schools Versus Solution-focused Schools 

Litcrcll, J. ~VI., & Petcrsan, J, S. din proms, June 2004). Portrait and model o,~a school counselor. 
Houghton M'zfflinr'Lahaska Press. 

Problem-focused Schools Solution-focused Schoots 

• Adulr-driven. 

• Punishment. 

• ~xternaliy imposed discipline. 

Focus on v~,•hat does not work. 

• Cosnpetative, noncollabvrative. 

• Unit expected to change: only the 

individual. 

• Peer isolation. 

• Problems are ~`contro~led" by adults using 

discipline; threats, paddle, and behavior 

modi~catifln,. 

• Children deal with problcxns by swearing, 

hitxi~g, and threats. 

• Children are not empowered to change 

themselves and to help others change. 

• Student-dii~►•en. 
• Lt~arniag nev4* skills. 

• Self imposed discipline. 

• I~ acus on problem solving and solutions. 
• Cooperative, c~ilaboratit-e. 
• Unit expected to change: the individual, 

the group, and the conununity. 

• Peer support.. 

• Problems acre resolved by adults using . 
dialogue, positive int~exactions, 
cooperation, and a problem-sol~•ing model. 

• Children try to solve problems by the 

problem-svlvzng model and peer support. 
• Children are empowered to change 

themselves and to help others change. 
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John Littra~l: Yearning Principals & Caunsetors to CYtatt Solution-Foc~w~d Schoolsty 4 

1. What Es a volution-focused canver$attdn~' 

+ f~rot~lern-focused conversation: a deficit-based, pathology~oriented 
conversation that dwells on what a person does not have, canno# do, and past 
failures. The focus tends to be on the past. 

• Short dernvnstration. 
■ What are your thoughts, feelings, and actEons when you are involved in 

problem focused conversations? Does your energy level go up or 
dawn? 

♦ Solution-focused c~onversatiott: a streng#h-based conversation that dwells on 
what a person does have, can do, and successes. The conversation highlight 
a person's strengths and resiiiencies. The focus is on the present and #uture. 

• Short demonstration. 
■ What are your thoughts, feelings, and actions when you are invo#ved in 

problem-focused conversations? Does your energy level go up or 
down? 

2. Setting th® stage for focusing on solutions. 
♦ Assumptions of solu€fon focused conversations. 

" Solution-focused language drives the process. Questions play a 
powertul role in solution-focused conversatlorss. 

t~uestivns that explore strengths, not satisfy our curiosity. 
• C3pen-ended questions (e.g., howl. 

1"ocusing bit the positive, on solutions, and on ~'eS@nt and fu#ure goals 
iacllitates change In the desired direction. 

• Miracle Questlan: "Suppose you go home tonight and you go to 
bed, and white you are sound asleep a miracle happens and all 
of your problems are solved. When you wake up the next day, 
how wilt you be able to tell that a miracle really happened?" 
(Selekrnan, 1 g97, p. ~8~. 

• Scaling Question: a~n a scale from "~" to "10," with "10" 
standing for how things are the day after the rniraele and "4" 
$tending for how things were at the point you called and 
arrangQd for this appoin#rnent, where would you say things are 
fight at this n~toment?"' °Based on what you understand of your 
situation; what would be a reasonable goal to set for yourse#f?" 
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Sohn Littrclt: Taming Principals ~ Counselors t~~ Crtate Solutio:rFocused Schools 5 

• [nto-the-Fut~+re t~ueetion: "Imagine that we have moved 
#orward in time to [a specific future flme, e.g., three weeks from 
nowt. Yt~u have resolved this situafion to your satisfacctian. 
Describe to me how you are thinking, feeling and acting now that 
you have accQrnpiished your goal. 

Students, parents, and teasers have the resources to resolve their 
concerns, and solutions are achievable when they define their own 
goals. 

• Assume people have many more resources, both irrternai and 
external, than #hey are aware of. 

• Don't take "1 don't kn©w' for an answer. 
• often we set goals for others, rather than finding out what their 

goals are a1~d what tfiey want 
• "what are 5 internal strengths that you have? "what are 5 

external strengths that you have? Tell me about them." 
• Change is constant. A srna,ll change in one part of a.system is 

frequently alt that is necessary to effect change in other parts of the 
system. Complex problems do not necessitate carnplex solutions. 

• "... no matter how awful and how complex the situation, a small 
change in one person's behavior can make profound and far-
reaching differences in the behavior of 811 persons Invafv~d.„ (de 
Shazer, 1985, p. 1 fi~ 

• If an intervention works, da more of tt~e same. if an intervention does 
not work, do something different. Solufions to current concerns develop 
from past successes. 

• "How did you do that?• —repeated as many tames as use#ul. 
• Exceptions, i.e., those times when the concerns or problems are not 

occurring, guide us bo potential solutions. 
• `~Nhen is this not a problem?" 
• "What happens when the problem is a little less al' a problem?" 

3. Modeling of salutionfottused strategies 
♦ Videotape: Brie,~'~or~nseling: ~ Shills ~ppro~rrh ro Living ~s►ith Ph~.~sical ~hcrllenge. 

• Vaildation: paraphrasing, summarizing, reflections ol` feelings. 
■ t3pen-ended questions. 
• {questions focused on her strengths. 

Nitrating of her nan~verbai hand movements. 
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♦ Demonstration of solution-focused conversation with a real situation in which 
the person is very problem-focused. 

Volunteer needed. l select people who avoid eye contact inrith rr~e. 
• Firs#, I will demonstrate probler»-focused conversation before rnoving to 

a solution-focused conversation. 

4, cori~nectins tha► places--r~~tiliency, stfength-based, solutionfocuscd 
research 

Search Institute's 4a Developmental Assets 
The Search xnstitnte has identified the following building blocks of hcal#hy development #ba# 
help young people gror~* up healthy, ding; and responsible. 

External Assets 
Suppox't 
1. 1~'amfly Support--Fa;nii~• life provides high levels of love and support 
z. Positive p'smiiy Cornmunicatioe--Young person and her of his pa~rent(s) communicate 

positively, and vavng pe~rs4n is willing to seek advice and counsel frons parents. 
3. Other Adult Relationship--Young person receives support from three or more nonpererrt 

adults. 
~. Cs►e-ing Neighborhot~d—Young person experiences caring neighbors. 
S. Caring School Climate--School provides a caring, encouraging enviranmerrt. 
6. Parent ~nvolvemeAt i.0 Schooliag~arent(s) arc actively involved in helping young person 

succeed in school. 

Empow~ex~zent 
7. Community Values Youth--Young person perceives that adults in the cornmunit}~ value 

youtt►. 
8. ~'outh as Resources—Young people are griven useful roles in the rommuniry. 
9. Sen-ice to ~thera~—Young person serves in the ccnnmunity one hour or more per week. 
~it3, Safety—Young person feels safe at home; school, and in the neighborhood. 

$oundaries and ~xpectatians 
11. Family Bonadarie~—amity bas clear rr~l~ and consequences and monitors the }~oung . 

person's whereabouu. 
1.2. School Boundaries--School provides clear rules and conseq~sences. 
I3. lYeighborhood boundaries--l~eig}ibars take responsibility for monitoring }~o~sng people's 

behavior. 
1d. Adult Role 1~Iodeis---Parents) and other adults morel posit3s~e, responsible bcha.vior. 
i5. Positive Peer Influence—Yo;mg person's best fMends mode) responsible behavior. 
I6. High ~xpectAtiaus---Both parents) and teachers encourage the young person to do ~ve3l. 
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Constructive Use of Thine 
17. breath°e Activities---Young parson spends three or more hears p..~r wreck in }esst~ns or practice 

in music, theater, or other arts. 
18. 'Youth Frogrs►ms--Young paarson spends #hree or more hours per weE:}C in sports; clubs, or 

organizations ai school and/or i» the community. 
i9. Religious Commanity--Young pion spends one or more hours per week in activities in a 

re}igious institution. 
20. Time st Home---Yowig person is out w;th friends "with notf~.ing special to do" iw~o car fewer 

nights par wcck. 
InteF~nal Assets 

COIYIILII~YIeIIt t0 l.,earrltr~g 
21. ~ehievement Motivsti4n--Young person is motivated to do well in school. 
22. School Engagement Young person is actively engaged in learning. 
23. Framework Young person reports doing at least one hour of homework every school days. 
2~. Bonding to School—Young person cares about her or his school. 
23. Reading for Pleasure--Young person reads far pleasure three or more hours per wcck. 

Positive Values 
z6. Caring—Young person plaor+s high value on helping other pet~ple. 
27. Equality and social Jwstica--Young persan places high value on promoting equality and 

reducing hunger and poverty. 
28. lntegrit.--'Xoung parson acts on conviction9 and stands up for her o~: lilt beliefs. 
Z9. F~onesty Your►g person "tells the truth even when it is rtot eas}." 
30. Responsibility-~--Young person acccp#s and takes personal rCsponsibiIiiy. 
31. Restraiat Young person believes it is important not to be scxeiall~j active or to use alcohol or 

other drugs. 

Sojcial Cornpet~encies 
32. Planning and Decisfan ~akiag--Young person knows how to plan ahead and make. choices. 
33. Interpersonal Competence--Young person has empathy, Sensiti~~ty, and friendship skills. 
34. Culture! Coinpetesco---Young person has knovcicdge of and cott~ort with people of diffet~ettt 

culturallracisUethnic hacicgrounds. . 
34. ~tesistence 5kitls--Young person can resist ne¢ative peer pressure amf dangerous sit~,~ations. 
3b. Peaceful Con;~ict Resolution--Young person seeks to resolve r-onflict nonviolerrtly. 

Positive identity 
37. Personal Pourer--'Young person feels he or she hag control over "things that happen to me." 
38. Sel#—Esteem--Young person reports havYng a high self--esteem. 
39. Sense of Purpose--Young person reports that "my life has a purpose." 
40. Fasitive'Vie~v of Personal ~utur~—~Yo~mg person es optimistic about ltcr or his personal 

future. 

Search Xnstitute's ~4 Developmental assets may be reproduced for educational, noneornmercial 
uses only. Copyzight ~+ ZQ03 by Search Ittstitutc, bl ~ first eve h'~, Suite 1?5. Mixtne~polis, Ibi'~} 
5~~13; 8110-888 7$~S; httl~:~~'«wvs~.scarch-in.~titute.or;~ 
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what is Resiliency? 
ttesillenc~+ is the abilii~• to sptxn►g bark from and successfully adapt to adversity. An. inc~•easing 
body of research from the fields of psychologc ,psychiatry, and sociojogy is shoring that most 
people-including }young people—ean bounce back from risks, sf:ress, crises, and t~•au~na and 
experience life success. 

Uur favoxite definition of resiliency, in fact, was given try a 1 ~-year-old high school student w~a, 
after a semester of resiliency trainin¢, des~~d rasilieuc}~ as: 

"Bouncing back from problems and stuff with more power aad more smarts." 

Researchers are cancludiung that each person has an irnzatc capacity for r~ilieacy, "a self-righting 
tendency" that opexates best when people Dave resiliency-building conditions in their lives. 

You Can Best Help Yaursetf r~r Someone Eise Be More Resilient by... 

~ . Cammunicat;ng the Resiliency Attitude: '`what is right with you is more powerful 
than .anything that is wrong with you.,,

2. Focusing on the person's strengths more than problems and weaknesses, and 
asking "How can these strengths be used to overcome problems?" 

3. Havlrtg patience...suceessfuliy bouncing back from a significant trauma or crisis 
takes time. 

ww+~v,re~i~enc~~.com ~` 20{}Z Resiliency to Action, Ync. All Rights Reserved 
(Copies can be made for educatian~l purposes only) 

5, Lnacning and prat#icing as a team. 
~ Eaeh merrtbef g# the team is to generate 3 recent challenging conversations 

that helshe has had because the other pes•son slipped into aproblem-focus 
and stayed there—somefimes tenaaousiy. 
~. 

2. 

3. 

• Taking turns, each team member is to role play their Prabterri-focuse~f Rersor~ 
for the other tearri rnernber. The Soiuticn-fQcuse~ ~-ielper is to assist tt~e 
Prabism-focused Persr~ by first vaiitlating their problem and then moving the 
conversation in asolution-focused way. 
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+ Reverse rotes. 
♦ Process of the challenges, opportunities that arose in the role plays. 

♦ Choose a new partner not an your team. Taking turns, each tearr~ member is 
to role play a ~robt$m-focused Person for the ether team rnernber. The 
Spiutia~-fQcus~ Helper Is to assist the Problem-~~used Person by #first 
validating their problem and then moving the conversation ire a solution-
focused way. 

♦ Reverse rotas. 
♦ Process of the challenges, opportunities that arose in the rote plays. 

6. Going #vrtl~ to practice In your scl~oof. 

+► From now until we meet again on Apr3t 8~', practice each day having solution-
~ocused conversations with the people you encounter in your job. These 
conversations can be with students, parents, teachers, adrriinistrators, staff, 
etc. Record in a srnatl notebook your observations about the conve:cation: 

■ What you said in your solution-focx,~sed intervention and how it worked. 
• The impact on the person you talked with. 
■ Difficulties you experienced in keeping the conversation solution-

focused. 
Hold $weekly Learn meeting--complete with coffee and txyakies---to discuss 
your recent interviews. These can be as shy# as 10-15 minutes but meet 
weekly. Model your team meetings using asolution-focused vonversafion. 
Validate each other. Share your successes. Turn those "problem" encounters 
into opportunities to team new things. 

+ The research team of Meredith Steele and Sarah Majoros will be setting up an 
appointment with your team for a short Interview_ Impress them with how 
tfitit~ent you have been as individuals and as a team In prac~tiang. We will be 
seeking your permission to Interview you by having you sign Irtfarn~ec! 
Consent Forms. Hopefully, you will sign. 

♦ Read the fot'lowir~g chapters in your copy of Brief Counseling in Action. 
■ Chapter 4---Trusfing Clients' Expertise 
■ Chapter 6-raccentuating Resources 
■ Chapter 7-~-Co-authoring the Future 
w Chapter 8—Encouraging Action 
• Chapter 9----Acknowledging Fun 

♦ live wish you a wonderful time practicing solution--focused conversations. 
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Day ~: The i=aundations of Solution-focused Conversations February 12 

■ V~hat is solution focused dialogue~'con~c~ersation'? 
■ Setting the stage for focusin¢ on solutions 
• '.1~adeling of solution-focused strategies 
■ Cannect~ng the pieces—resiliency, strength-based: solution-focused research 
R Learning and practicing as a team 

Lay ~; Solution-focused Conversations--Learning end PractiCa--April S 

■ 'falkinQ about Da~~ 1 and follov~-up, '`How are vie doing"" 
■ Demonstrations of solution-foc~zsed strategies in problematic ar~d challenging situation 
■ Discussion of the chsp~ters in brief Ca~:nseling irr:~ction 
• .4dding three ncK}= strategics and t~ecbniques to your toolboti 
• Practicing strategies that work through sc~luxion-focused conversations 
• ~oino farih to practice in your school. 

Day 3: Crew#ing a Solution-focused School--14~ay 4 

• Processing Day ?and fallow-up, ~Progx~ess over time=' 
• Tapping xlie strengths to soli~e problems and implerneni new solutions 
■ ~'ipa in impletnentng dour solution-focused frame„arl~ 
■ Ccrosu.ltation and practicc using $aiutian-focuscd cvnrcrsations 
■ R.efinir~,g your toolbo:~ to fit ~rouT needs 

The future---~~our need for follow-up and support 

i 
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Day 2: Solution-focused Conversations--Learning and Prance 
1. Talking about Day ~ and follow-u~, "low are we doing?" 

♦ "What is better, even a little blt7" or "what is dlfferent7" (Berg &Steiner, p. 

Miracle Questions 

Scaling Questions 

Into-the-Future Questions 

Alternatives responses to "t don't knew" 

Qoal Setting 

Searching for Internal and Extecnai Strengths 

Exploring and Amplifying Exceptions 

♦ What are examples of difficulties you encountered during sQlu~on #ocUsed 
conversations? When do you get frustrated oc discouraged andlor say tQ 
yourself, "This doesn't work like Jt~hn sait~ it would." 

r—:

Miracle C~uestions 

Scaling Ques~ans 

1nt0`il le•FUtUt'e ~Ues#ions 

AlternatNes responses to "I don't know" 

~r~al Setting 

Searching for Internal and External Strengths 

Exploring and Ampli~rrng Exceptions 
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2. Demonstrations of solution-focused s#rategies in problematic and challenging 
situation 

:----~ 

o"~ 
~--. 
~_ 

Miracle Questions 

Sealing Questions 

Into-the-Future Questions 

Alternatives responses to "1 don~t know" 

Goal Setting 

Searching for Internal and External Strengths 

~~; Exploring and Amplifying Exceptions -
3, Discussion of the chapters in Brief ~nttnseli»g in Aci~ion 

♦ Chapter 4---Trusting Clients' Expertise 
! Chapter ~—Accentuating Resources 
♦ Chapter 7--Co-authoring the Future 
♦ Chapter 8—Encouraging Acfion 
♦ Chapter 9--Acknoaviedging Fun 

4. Adding #hree new strategies and techniques to your toolbox 

♦ "Do one thing differentn tOprah videotape 
i Refrarning--the fine art of seeing the world differently 
♦ "You must have a good reason for,.." f8erg &Steiner, 20031 p. 204 

5. Practicing strategies that work through solution-focused conversations 

+ Thtrtk about a recent challenging conversation that you have had because the 
other person slipped into aproblem-focus and stayer there--sometimes 
tenaciously. 

+ Taking turns, one person becomes a Problem-focused Person for another 
person In this rootr~. Tie Sotu#lon-focused Netper is to assist the Probtern-
focused Person by firs# vatidating his/her problem and then moving the 
conversation in asolution-focused way. 

♦ ~atk about the challenges and opportunities that the Solutlonfocused 
Helper faced. 

♦ Reverse roles and repeat the exercise. 
♦ Again, talk aE~ut the challenges and opportunities that the Solution•focused 

~eiper faced. 
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6. Going forth to practice in your school. 
+ From now unfit we meet again on May 4t'', practice having solution-focused 

conversations wi#h the people you encounter in your fob. These conversations 
can be with students, parents, teachers, administrators, staff, etc. Record in a 
small notebook (or on the 3x5 cards} your observations about the 
conversation: 

■ vl~hat y©u said In your solution-focused Intervention and how it worked. 
■ The impact on the person you talked with. 
■ Qifticulties you experienced in keeping the conversation sotution-

focused. 

Hold team meetingsr-complete with coffee and cookies—to discuss your 
recent interviews. These can be as short as t 4-f 5 minutes but meet at least 
once weekly. Motlel your team rneetjngs using asolution-focused 
conversation. Validate each other. Share your successes. Turn those 
"problem" encounters into opportunities to learn new things. 

♦ The research team of Meredith Steele and Sarah Majoros will be setting up an 
appointment with your team for a short interview. Impress them with how 
diligent you have been as individuals and as a team in practicing. We wit( be 
seeking your permission to Interview you by having you sign fnfartned 
Consent Forms. Hopefully, you watt sign. 

~ Read the #allowing chapters in your copy of Brief Ct~ttnselrng in Ae#ion. 
■ Chapter 1 ~---Scaling Problems to Size 
■ Chapter 13 — L.earning to Interrupt 
■ Chapter 1$—Case 1: Lights! Cameral Action( 
■ Chapter 17---Case 2: Mare Poohish 

~ ~11te wish you a wonderful tune practicing solufion-focused. cc~nversationS. 
♦ Return on May ~ with aronderful stories about how you engaged its solutiort-

#ocused conversations to help people have more choices than be#ors. 

Refer~eaces 
Berg, I. K.. ~ Steiner, T. (Zo03}. Children ~s solution ~~~ark ~evcf '~'orlt:l~r. ~~~. Morton. 
De Jong, P,, ~ $erg, Z. K.12403}. Interi.~ie~ving for solutions f 2~ ed.}_ Pacific Gro~~e, ~~i: 

Brooks.~Cole. 
hilts, P`. (199?. Slight of ~outi~: ~'he n:agic o~'col7kersa~ior~al belies olrange. Capitvla.! CA: R4eta 

i~n~lica~ions. 
~' Hanlon, $. t t 999}. Da one thing 4lifferent 1Te1~.~ York: a'llllam ~IOTI'O~~'. 
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INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT 

Title of Study: Solution-Focused Conversations: Workshop Evaluation and Skill 
Implementation in Schools 

Investigators: John M. Littrell, Ed.D. 
Sarah R. Majoros, A.S., B.A. 
Meredith E. Steele, B . S . 

This is a research study. Please take your time in deciding if you would like to participate. 
Please feel free to ask questions at any time. 

INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study is to discover the impact Solution-Focused Conversations have on 
a school when learned about and utilized by teams of administrators and counselors. The 
study will explore the team relationship and the use of skills taught in a three-part workshop 
conducted by Dr. John M. Littrell. You are being invited to participate in this study because 
of your decision to participate in the workshop. 

DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES 
If you agree to participate in this study, your participation will last for three months and will 
involve three visits from one or both of the research assistants, Sarah Majoros and Meredith 
Steele. The first two visits will last for no longer than one half-hour ar~d will involve a short 
interview and completion of a brief survey regarding the skills taught in the most recent 
workshap. The third visit will involve an interview lasting no more than one half-hour and 
leave a more lengthy survey with participants to be completed and mailed back to the 
researcher assistants. You will also be asked for your willingness to be contacted for a 
follow-up interview andlor survey in the fall of 2004. 

We may request to do an audio recording of the interviews, of which you may decline if it 
makes you feel uncomfortable. You may also skip any question on the written surveys that 
you do not wish to answer or that makes you feel uncomfortable. 

RISKS 

There are no foreseeable risks at this time from participating in the study. 

BENEFITS 
If you decide to participate in this study there may be no direct benefit to you, other than the 
opporltunity to learn and practice new skills and have the time to reflect on the impact those 
skills have on your school environment. 

COST5 AND COMPENSATION 
You will not have any casts from participating in this study, nor will you be compensated for 
participating in this study. 
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PARTICIPANT RIGHTS 
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary and you may refuse to participate or 
leave the study at any time. If you decide to not participate in the study or leave the study 
early, it will not result in any penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

Any interview data you provide will be kept confZdential. Edited and completely disguised 
transcripts of the interviews may be used in professional research presentations and 
publications. Any such transcripts will be edited so as to insure your complete anonymity. 
Audiotapes of all sessions will be erased by May 15, 2005. The members of the research 
team will be the only people with access to the data. A11 are bound to follow the ethical 
standards of the American Counseling Association when conducting research. 

QUESTIONS OR PROBLEMS 
You are encouraged to ask questions at any time during this study. For fiarther information 
about the study contact Dr. John M. Littrell, principal investigator and major professor for 
both research assistants, at S 15-294-5746. If you have any questions about the rights of 
research subjects or research-related injury, please contact the Human Subjects Research 
Office, 2810 Beardshear Ha11, (515) 294-4566; austingr~~iastate.edu or the Research 
Compliance Officer, Office of Research Compliance, 2810 Beardshear Hall, (515) 294-3115; 
dament~~iastate.edu 

SUBJECT SIGNATURE 
Your signature indicates that you voluntarily agree to participate in this study, that the study 
has been explained to you, that you have been given the time to read the document and that 
your questions have been satisfactorily answered. You will receive a copy of the written 
informed consent prior to your participation in the study. 

Subjects Name (printed) 

(Subject's Signature) (Date) 

Ih(vESTIGATOR STATEh'IENT 
I certify that the participant has been given adequate time to read and learn about the study 
and all of their questions have been answered. It is my opinion that the participant 
understands the purpose, risks, benefits and the procedures that will be followed in this study 
and has voluntarily agreed to participate. 

(Signature of Person Obtaining Informed Consent) (Date) 
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Solution-Focused Conversations 
Seminar 1—Survey 

The following questions are designed to ascertain your level of understanding and use of 
Solution Focused Conversations following the completion of the .first seminar in the series. 

1. The "miracle question," 

a. Your I~:NOWLEDGE of the "miracle question." 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 b 7 Very 
knowledgeable knowledgeable 

Comments: 

b. Your SKILL in using the "miracle question." 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
skilled skilled 

Comments: 

c. Your USE of the "miracle question." 

Never use 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Use 
extensively 

Comments: 

d. Your COMFORT LEVEL with the "miracle question." 

Nat at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
comfortable comfortable 

Comments: 

2. Interrupting skills. 

a. Your I~:NOVI~LEDGE of interrupting skills. 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
knowledgeable knowledgeable 
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Comments: 

b. Your SKILL in using interrupting. 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Very 
skilled skilled 

Comments: 

c. Your USE of interrupting skills. 

Never use 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Use 
extensively 

Comments: 

d. Your COMFORT LEVEL with interrupting skills. 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Very 
comfortable comfortable 

Comments: 

3. Scaling questions. 

a. Your I~:NowLED~E of scaling questions. 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Very 
knowledgeable - - knowledgeable 

Comments; 

b. Your SKILL in using scaling questions. 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Very 
skilled skilled 

Comments: 
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c. Your USE of scaling questions. 

Never use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Use 
extensively 

Comments: 

d. Your COMFORT LEVEL with scaling questions. 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
comfortable comfortable 

Comments: 

4. Solution-Focused Conversations. 

a. Your KNOWLEDGE of Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
knowledgeable knowledgeable 

Comments: 

b. Your SKILL in using Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
skilled skilled 

Comments: 

c. Your USE of Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Never use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Use 
extensively 

Comments: 

d. Your COMFORT LEVEL with Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
comfortable comfortable 
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Comments: 

S. How EFFECTIVE are Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Not 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Highly 
effective effective 

Comments: 

6. Your ZTNDERSTANDING of the use of Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Not clear 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very clear 
at all 

Comments: 
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Appendiz D —Survey ria. 2 
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Solution-Focused Conversations 
Seminar 2 —Survey 

The following questions are designed to ascertain your level of understanding and use of 
Solution Focused Conversations following the completion of the second seminar in the 
series. 

NOTE: To select the checkboxes below, double click on the box you would like to check, 
change the default value to "checked" and click on OK. Thank you. 

l . "Refraining." 

a. Your KNOWLEDGE of "refraining." 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 

knowledgeable 

b. Your SKILL in using "refraining." 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 

skilled skilled 

c. Your USE of "refraining." 
Never use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Use 

extensively 

d. Your COMFORT LEVEL with "refraining." 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 

comfortable comfortable 

Comments about "refraining": (tent box will expand as you type in it) 

2. "Do One Thing Different." 

a. Your KNOWLEDGE of "doing one thing different." 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 

knowledgeable knowledgeable 

b. Your SKILL in using "doing one thing different." 

Not at all 
skilled 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
skilled 
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c. Your USE of "doing one thing different." 

Never use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Use 
extensively 

d. Your COMFORT LEVEL with "doing one thing different." 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
comfortable comfortable 

Comments about ~~doing one thing different": 

3. "You must have a good reason for..." 

a. Your KNOWLEDGE of "you must have a good reason for..." 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
knowledgeable 

b. Your SKILL in using "you must have a good reason for 

Not at all 
skilled 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

c. Your USE of "you must have a good reason for..." 

Never use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
a 

Very 
skilled 

Use 
extensively 

d. Your COMFORT LEVEL with "you must have a good reason for..." 

Not at all 
comfortable 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Comments about "you must have a good reason for...": 

7. Combating the "I don't know." 

Very 
comfortable 

a. Your KNOWLEDGE of combating the "I don't know." 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 

knowledgeable 
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b. Your SKILL in combating the "I don't know." 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
skilled skilled 

c. Your COMFORT LEVEL with combating the "I don't know." 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 

comfortable comfortable 

Comments about combating the "I don't know.": 

4. Solution-Focused Conversations. 

a. Your KNOWLEDGE of Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 

knowledgeable 

b. Your SKILL in using Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Not at all 
skilled 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
skilled 

c. Your USE of Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Never use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Use 
extensively 

d. Your COMFORT LEVEL with Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
comfortable 

Comments about Solution-Focused Conversations: 

5. How EFFECTIVE are Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Not 
effective 

Comments: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Very 
comfortable 

xighly 
effective 
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6. Your UNDERSTANDING of the use of Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Not clear 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Very clear 
at all 

Comments: 

8. What has been your experience in reaching students utilizing different 
modalities (i.e., drawing, physical change, movement, etc.)? 

9. What are the benefits you have experienced with further use of Solution-Focused 
Conversations? 
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Appendiz E —Survey No. 3 (Final Survey) 
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Solution-Focused Conversations Final Survey 

Part I.~ Your Thoughts About 
Solution- Focused Conversations 

a. Solution-Focused Conversations in schools is more effective than other types of communication. 

Strongly 1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

b. Solution-Focused Conversations is not an improvement over other communication styles. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

c. Other communication approaches are more suited to schools than Solution-Focused 
Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 b 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

d. I believe that Solution-Focused Conversations are better than other approaches to 
communication that I have tried. 

Strongly 1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

e. other communication approaches are quite compatible with Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

f. I can easily shift gears from another approach to Solution-Focused Conversations and vice versa. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

g- Solution-Focused Conversations are one of several useful tools in the counselors and 
administrators repertoire. 

Strongly 1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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h. Solution-Focused Conversations are relatively difficult in practice. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

i. While Solution-Focused Conversations look fairly easy, its practice is not. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

Proficiency in Solution-Focused Conversations takes a lot of practice. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

k. Solution-Focused Conversations do not take long to learn. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

i. Solution-Focused Conversations are really relatively easy. 

Strongly I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

m. It takes too long to learn Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

n. Learning how to do Solution-Focused Conversations can be done in small trials. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

o. I have tried doing some parts of Solution-Focused Conversations as a way to learn about it. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

P-

q-

Practicing Solution-Focused Conversations on a small scale has helped me Learn more about it. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

I have had the opportunity to see Solution-Focused Conversations demonstrated. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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r. In the last 6 months I have talked with another counselor or administrator about Solution-
Focused Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

Part IL• Opinions About Solution-
Focused Conversations. 

a. I avoid reading about Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

b. I avoid Solution-Focused Conversations workshops. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

c. Solution-Focused Conversations are just a fancy packaging of other types of communication. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

d. Knowing about Solution-Focused Conversations will not really help the students that I work 
with.. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

e. Solution-Focused Conversations practitioners are the kind who jump on the latest bandwagon. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

f. If I were asked, "Who are Solution-Focused Conversations good for?" I would answer, 
"Nobody." 

Strongly I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

g• I cannot think of many good reasons to Learn about Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

h. I sometimes think about using Solution-Focused Conversations, but I have not yet tried it. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
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Disagree Agree 

i. I am waiting for the right time to being practicing Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

I wish I could use Solution-Focused Conversations without having to Learn more about it. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

k. I worry that I could mess up students' lives if I were to use Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

1. I get upset with myself when I think about not learning more about Solution-Focused 
Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

m. Lately, my confidence to use Solution-Focused Conversations has been increasing. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

n. I actively seek out opportunities to learn more about Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

o. At a conference, I would sign up for aSolution-Focused Conversations workshop or speaker. 

Strongly l 2 3 4 5 b 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

P-

q-

I believe that Solution-Focused Conversations will help me to more effectively help students. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

I believe that Solution-Focused Conversations will help me to more effectively communicate 
with administrators, counselors, teachers and staff. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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r. I have set a specific goal to learn more about Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

s. For me, learning about Solution-Focused Conversations is a priority. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

t. I have told others I am interested in learning more about Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

u. I would be happier if I learned more about Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

v. If the situation is appropriate, I practice Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Strongly I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

w. I remind myself to practice Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

x. While maintaining strict confidentiality, Ishare my experience in practicing Solution-Focused 
Conversations with appropriate others. 

Strongly I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

y• I informally evaluate how my practice of Solution-Focused Conversations is going. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

z. Using Solution-Focused Conversations is now second nature to me. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

aa. I consistently use Solution-Focused Conversations when it is appropriate. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
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Disagree Agree 

bb. People in my school would identify me as the resident expert in Solution-Focused 
Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

cc. The types of problems my students face are not appropriate for Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

Part III.• Stage in Practicing 
Solution-Focused Conversations 

Given your current involvement or lack of involvement with Solution-Focused Conversations, which 
one of the following are you most likely to do? (Check only ONE.) 

I would have to do some more thinking about Solution-Focused Conversations prior to 
getting ready to try it. 

o I am looking for opportunities to use Solution-Focused Conversations on a small scale to see 
if I like it. 

I tend to ignore the topic of Solution-Focused Conversations completely. 

I have fully integrated Solution-Focused Conversations into my practice of helping others. 

I continually incorporate Solution-Focused Conversations into my practice of communication 
when appropriate. 

Which of the following statements best describes your current relationship to the topic of Solution-
Focused Conversations. (Check only ONE.) 

I have been actively practicing Solution-Focused Conversations less than six (b) months. 

For six (b) months or more I have been actively practicing Solution-Focused Conversations. 

I am seriously preparing to practice some Solution-Focused Conversations. 

I have been doing some thinking about Solution-Focused Conversations. 

I avoid thinking much about Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Which of the following statements best describes your current goal related to Solution-Focused 
Conversations. (Check only ONE.) 

I really do not want to learn about Solution-Focused Conversations. 
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v I ignore opportunities to learn about Solution-Focused Conversations. 

v If I were asked when I will learn more about Solution-Focused Conversations, may causal 
answer might me "maybe someday." 

o I think about Solution-Focused Conversations occasionally, but I am not ready to try yet. 

o You could say I think about Solution-Focused Conversations, but that it about it. 

o I am currently looking for a chance to try Solution-Focused Conversations within the next 
month. 

o Within the next month, I will find an opportunity to try Solution-Focused Conversations. 

v In less than half a year I will practice some Solution-Focused Conversation techniques. 

o I am definitely intending to use Solution-Focused Conversations within the next six (6) 
months. 

Part IV.• Solution-Focused 
Conversations and You 

1. Your KNOWLEDGE of Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
knowledgeable 

2. Your SII~LLL in using Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
skilled skilled 

3. Your USE of Solution-Focused Conversations. 

knowledgeable 

Never use 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Use 
extenSlVely 

4. Your USE of "interrupting skills" in Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Never use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Use 
eXtenSlVely 

5. Your USE of the "miracle question" in Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Never use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Use 
Extensively 

6. How EFFECTIVE are Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Not 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Highly 
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effective effective 

7. Your I;fNDERSTANDING of the use of Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Not clear 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very clear 
at all 

Part V.• Solution Focused 
Conversations Teams 

a. I have enjoyed working with my Solution-Focused Conversations team. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

b. My team meets regularly to discuss our use of Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

c. I gain support from my Solution-Focused Conversations team members. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

d. My Solution-Focused Conversations team has enabled me to be more productive in dealing with 
students and the issues they present with. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

e. My Solution-Focused Conversations team regularly utilizes Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

f. Utilizing Solution-Focused Conversations has improved our school environment. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 b 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

g- Utilizing Solution-Focused Conversations has improved our resolution of conflict in our school. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

h. A11 of my team members have actively participated in Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Strongly l 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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i. All of my team members use Solution-Focused Conversations when an appropriate situation 
arises. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

The use of Solution-Focused Conversations has enabled me to deal more effectively with 
students. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

k. The use of Solution-Focused Conversations has enabled me to deal more effectively with 
parents . 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

1. The use of Solution-Focused Conversations has enabled me to deal more effectively with 
administrators. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

m. The use of Solution-Focused Conversations has enabled me to deal mare effectively with 
counselors. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

n. The use of Solution-Focused Conversations has enabled me to deal more effectively with 
teachers. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

o. The use of Solution-Focused Conversations has enabled me to deal more effectively with other 
staff members. 

Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

Part VI.• Growth and Involvement as 
a Professional 

In the last two (2) yeazs, I have been a member of the following state organizations. Check all that 
apply. 
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Iowa School Counselor Association (ISCA) 

School Administrators of Iowa (SAI) 

v Other:  (specify) 

Other.  (specify) 

In the last two (2) years, I have attended one or more of the following state conferences. Check all 
that apply. 

Iowa School Counselor Association Conference 

Iowa School Counselor and Administrators Conference 

o School Administrators of Iowa Conference 

Other:  (specify) 

v Other:  (specify) 

In the last two (2) yeazs, I have been a member of the following national organizations. Check all 
that apply. 

American Counseling Association (ACA) 

American School Counselor Association (ASCA) 

American Association of School Administrators (RASA) 

Other:  (specify) 

Other:  (specify) 

In the last two (2) yeazs, I have attended one or more of the following national conferences. Check all 
that apply. 

v American Counseling Association Conference (ACA) 

American School Counselor Association Conference (ASCA) 

v American Association of School Administrators Conference (AASA) 

Other:  (specify) 

Other:  (specify) 

In the last two (2) years, I have lobbied one or more legislators on educational issues. 
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Yes. 

No. 

I regularly attend Area Educational Agency (AEA) gatherings for counselors and/or administrators. 

Yes. 

No. 

I have a close colleague who practices Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Yes. 

o No. 

There is another individual in my school district who I am impressed with you regularly utilizes 
Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Yes. 

No. 

A respected individual in my school district advocates for the use of Solution-Focused Conversations 
in schools. 

Yes. 

No. 

I personally know an expert in Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Yes. 

No. 

I have participated in aSolution-Focused Conversations class or workshop. 

Yes. 

No. 

I have read one or more books about Solution-Focused Conversations. 

Yes. 

No. 

I have watched a live demonstration of Solution-Focused Conversations. 
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o Yes. 

No. 

I have viewed at least one videotape of Solution-Focused Conversations being demonstrated. 

Yes. 

No. 

Part VII: Demographic Information 

Profession (check one) Counselor  Administrator 

What is your gender? Female 

What is your age?  

To which ethnic group do you belong? (circle one) 

Male 

1. White or European 
2, African American 
3. Hispanic of Latino 
4. Asian American 
5. Native American 
6. Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 
7. Other (specify)  

Where is the primary location of your school setting? (circle one) 

1. Rural 
2. Urban 
3. Suburb 

What is your highest level of education completed? (circle one) 

1. Bachelors 
2. Masters 
3. Doctorate 

In what year did you receive your degree for counseling or administration?  

From what educational institution did you receive your degree?  

In which school settings are you currently a counselor or administrator? (circle as many numbers as 
aPPIY) 
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1. Elementary School 
2. Middle School or Junior High School 
3. High School 

Years you have worked as an administrator?  

Years you have worked as a counselor?  

In how many different schools do you currently work?  

Total number of students you are responsible for?  

What is the ethnic diversity of your school population? 

White or European 
African American 
Hispanic or Latino 
Asian American 
Native American 
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 

In my job as a counselor or administrator, I typically work hours per week. My time is 
divided in the following way. (use hours) 

Counseling individuals 
Facilitating groups 
Dealing with budget/financial issues 
Providing classroom guidance 
Coordinate testing/assessment 
Disciplining students 
Teaching classes 
Doing paperwork/clerical tasks 
Consulting with teacher, parents, others 
Other duties (specify)  

=Total Hours 

Additional Comments: 
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Part VIII: Continued Participation 

May we contact you for a short interview about the topic of this research? 

No Do not complete the following, but return the survey to us. 

YES Complete the following, plus return the survey to us. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone (day): 

Email: 
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